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Abstract: The aim of the project is to design a smart energy which can save a lot energy Using the electro 

magnetic principles by the low electrical energy into mechanical and after that to electrical with 2 times then 

the input power. In this we are using an extra gear from the engine or motor shaft that will transmit the 

power to the generator. In motor vehicles, the transmission generally is connected to the engine crankshaft 

via a flywheel or clutch or fluid coupling, partly because internal combustion engines cannot run below a 

particular speed. The output of the transmission is transmitted via the driveshaft to one or more differentials, 

which drive the wheels. While a differential may also provide gear reduction, its primary purpose is to permit 

the wheels at either end of an axle to rotate at different speeds (essential to avoid wheel slippage on turns) 

as it changes the direction of rotation. Conventional gear/belt transmissions are not the only mechanism for 

speed/torque adaptation. Alternative mechanisms include torque converters and power transformation (e.g. 

diesel-electric transmission and hydraulic drive system). Hybrid configurations also exist. Automatic 

transmissions use a valve body to shift gears using fluid pressures in response to engine RPM, speed, and 

throttle input. The main methods of attaching gears to shafts are adhesives, press-fitting, cross drilled holes, 

compression, set screws, keyways, involute splines and taper lock bushings. Most industrial applications will 

use keyways and / or set screws. While adhesives and press fitting are usually done on low torque or hobby 

applications. Adhesives are mostly used in hobby applications with plastic gearing. Not only because plastic 

gears cannot handle much torque, but also because the shaft sizes remain small in diameter. In this battery 

will be connect to the ac motor the battery will be 12v and the motor rotate after the shaft of the motor is 

connect to the gears and that process is like a normal gear box function in that one gear is attached to the 

driven shaft of generator. It will produce the electric energy and it will connect to the any other electric 

supply or home application and one of the output will be connect to the same ac motor to avoid the battery 

and it can be cut power supply of battery after few minutes then the motor and generator will be work like a 

loop. 
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